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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
BRIEFING PAPER

Sr;CRE'l'/NODIS
Bilateral Check List for Your Israel
Visit March 1975
I.

ECONOMIC AND MILITARY ASSISTANCE

Analytical briefing papers on the following are attached:
--Tab A: Israel's economic and military assistance
requests are described, their implications dis
cussed, and issues posed by the U. So response laid
out. A supplemental request to Congress will be
necessary, and it will make sense to relate that
to any increase for Egypt after an agreement.
There is also the fundamental issue of what levels
of expenditure we and Israel will be able to
sustain.
--Tab B: A status report on the other economic
issues Dinitz raised with you at lunch a week ago.
--Tab C: You have written Simon on the oil storage
question. The basic memo on this subject is in
cluded here for reference in case the Israelis
come back at you on this in connection with
their vacating the oil fields.
II.

RELATED ISSUES

I. Arms Supply and Deliver~. No outstanding problems
on current deliveries, although as you know there is a new
$1.5 billion equipment list in the Pentagon.
.
2. The Arab Boycott. Caution the Israelis very
strongly not to press for legislation in this field. It
could nip off any progress that can be made on this
issue in the negotiating context. Even more important,
it could make more difficult the task of retaining Faisalrs
support for -- or at least non-opposition to -- the
'
present negotiating strategy.
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3. Lebanon-Israel Border.
Israeli restraint.

Encourage continued

4. The PLO. Reassure the Israelis that we will
continue to work to restrict PLO status in international
organizations.
5.' Israeli Interest in $25 Billion Fund. Fund
membership is limited to OECD members who must con
tribute before they can borrow.
6. PL-480. Israelis seem to understand they are
. not going to get any more in FY-75.

7.

Syrian Jewry.

No new development.

8. Body Search on the Egyptian Front. Brief
Israelis on anything new arising from your visit to Aswan.
9. Arms Sales to Arab Countries. Reassure Israelis
that we do weigh every decision carefully •
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ASSISTANCE TO ISRAEL IN FY 1976

·The Problem

!

i
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On January 8 Israel presented to us its "Blue
Paper" which outlined the case for Over $2.5 billion
'in u.s. financial assistance. As explained below,
this is in effect a request for $2.1 billion in FY
1976 assistance from us under several programs. The
purpose of this memorandum is to show all the ele
ments which must be considered in arriving at a
level of U.S. assistance and to explain what is in
volved in each.
The Israeli request is based on the assumption
that Israel's proposed 1976 defense imports of $2.5
billion will be the prime factor contributing to an
uncovered balance of payments deficit of nearly
$2.6 billion. It would be our total assistance
program, therefore',' regardless of category, which
would make it possible for Israel to pursue its
arms procurement plans.
Our own' economic problems and their reflection
in the attitude of the new Congress raise a question
about how responsive Congress will be to Israeli re
quests for extraordinary levels of aid. Key senators
who have visited Israel lately have expressed reser
vations, especially if Israel seems-to be raising
tension.

- •...
Even more important, if the Arabs sense that the
u.s. is going to help Israel carry out a massive .
arms procurement program in FY 1976, they may become
less willing to rely on us as an intermediary in
the diplomatic process.
If Israel is to continue to move in the direc
tion we desire in Middle East negotiations, however,
we will need to provide Israel with evidence of our
continued support sufficient to .ensure Israel's con
fidence in its own defensive capabilities. The
-eONFIDENTIAL
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basic problem presented by the enormity of the
Israeli assistance request is the difficulty in
establishing a realistic level of assistance which
takes account of Israel's real needs and the fact
that the U.S. cannot finance a stalemate in the
Middle East that could harm U.S. interests.
,Background
To keep Israel's assistance requests straight,
one must recall that we have really had two approaches
from Israel for extraordinary aid over the past year:

-~Beginning last spring, the Israelis have
talked about a U.S. commitment to a very substan
tial level of military assistance over a mUlti-year
period. They spoke then about a three-year commit
ment of $1.5 billion per year,' as part of their plan
to spend a total $2.5 billion each year o~ arms
imports out of their total annual defense budget of
$4 billion. The equipment involved was listed in
MATMON-B and in the Urgent List component of that.
--In presenting their "Blue' Paper" the Israelis
have presented a broader analysis which subsumes
the figures presented with MATMON-B. That'paper
described a $2.6 billion foreign exchange deficit in
1976. The Israelis have subsequently said this
could be covered by $2.1 billion in U.S. assistance
during FY 1976 because of the difference in periods
covered by their calendar year cash deficit forecast
and our fiscal' year budget obligations.


.
....

Thus, we start any discussion of possible U.S.
assistance levels from an Israeli "requirement" for
FY 1976 of $2.1 billion. Coupled with that is their
statement that of the $2.5 billion in planned defense
related imports (equipment and raw materials)
$1.9
billion will be imported from the U.S.
In addition to U.S. aid, Israel receives capi
tal imports amounting to nearly $2 billion annually
from its usual sources which include: the sale of
Israel Bonds, private transfers of capital, the west
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German government, the World Bank and commercial
borrowing. These figures were taken into account
'in arriving at the Israeli estimates.
As part of the above, the Israelis have given
us a detailed military shopping list worth about
$1.5 billion.
It appears to be the first
tranche of the ten year MATMON-B plan to upgrade
the IDP. It has as its objectives:

-- establishment of blocking forces and a
strategic highly mobile reserve capable of rapid
off~!ls_~ye. operations; _____.-..:..._~_ _ _ _ _~
~--unquestionable

air superiori ty;

:-- increased fire power;'

",
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stand-off weapons to neutralize increaSingly
sophisticated air defense systems without unacceptable
aircraft and ~ilot losses;
.
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air defense;
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security of' communications •
. Issues
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There is, of course, a fundamental issue of --:
timing which will not be dealt with here. Beyond
that, there are two technical issues--the level of
. aid and the mix of grant and credit.

0.." ._;...:..:.....

Concerning the level, we believe $1 billion is
roughly the threshold at which'the Israelis would
begin to feel we have been responsive to their re
quest. Under existing circumstances, a level 'below
$1 billion in FY 1976 probably would not be viewed
as responsive by Israel. Our assis.tance in the few
. years prior to the 1973 w~r ran a~ about ~500
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". million annually and ...Till be about $700 million under
the current FY 1975 assistance program. Israel feels
that the $700 million level should be the minimum
take-off point for consideration for FY 1976 and,
as mentioned above, believes it can demonstrate a
requirement for as much as $2.1 billion in FY 1976
aid.

~

Consideration must also be given to the mix of
grants and credits in bur FY 1976 assistance. Israel's
. foreign debt has grown by over $1 billion per year
since 1972 and has reached a level of $6 billion.
This amounts to a foreign debt of over $1,800 per
capita and may soon become entirely unmanageable.
In order to maintain a foreign exchange reserve
level of $1 billion (adequate for nearly two months
of imports), Israel has resorted to borrowing which
.has contributed to the sharp increase in foreign
. debt. This is why Israel has.urged that we provide
a liberal proportion of grants in our assistance
package. Were we to comply, this could off'set to
some extent Israeli feelings of disappointment at
receiving less total aid than requested.
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As a point of reference, we have developed the
following table of our current-yea~ assistance,
.
FY 1976 budget plans, and Israel's stated require~'
ments. In addition to the figures stated below, .
Israel could expect to receive about $50 million in
long-term direct Eximbank loans as well as substantial
Eximbank loan guaranties.
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FY 1975
Author, .' 'ization

Military Assistance
Special Assistance
Regular FMS Credits

.. -..

"

"

300

.

699

Total

r
'~

.

.~
-

1,500
'300·

.



- 20
. 25

250
50

100

·100
325

..

'.

- 445

*

,"

2,525*

of which $2,100 million would be required in
FY 1976.

•••

u.s.

Options

t

J

-.

...

300

Nonmilitary Assist
ance
PL 480'
9
AID Housing Guaranty 25
Soviet Refugee
Assistance
40
supporting Assistance325

,,'

I

FY 1976 Israeli 1976
Budget
Stated
Plans
Requirements
($ millions)

It is extremely difficult to establish technical
grounds to develop one aid level or another because
technical analysis immediately leads to questions
- such as the proper level of Israe~'s defense expendi
"~_ tures and structure of its defense forces which we,
are not properly in'a position to answer. Israel'
needs the aid it asks for if it is to pay for all
the defense its worst case-analysis says it needs •
. The only alternative is for the U.S. to decide on
aid level and to let the Israelis decide on their
... an
own priorities. The general considerations are as
follows:
......,~. ,- ,

-~

1. Staying within the-planned FY 1976'budget
level ($445 million) would fit i~ with our past
strategy of proposing to C~!1gress .a 'low but reasonable
....
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level of assistance which, though indicative of our
concern for Israel's well-being, is not in the range
of Israel's stated requirements. By this approach,
we would rely on Congress to raise the level.of
assistance to Israel in accordance with what congress
deems politically desirable. This approach in the
past has had the merit of enabling the Administration
to avoid having a large program for Israel push the
level of the overall foreign assistance request·
above the desirable budget ceiling. The disadvantage
lies in not having control over the level or timing
of assistance Congress decides to provide.

...

;

I

~\
i

I
.1

.' ..It:

2. The FY 1975 level ($700 million) seems a
more realistic base, although even this would require
a budget ~~endment raising supporting assistance to .
the FY 1975 level. Such a move would be taken for
granted by Israel. An amendmentc.to the Administration' s
"existing budget proposal would-be obvious to the
. Arabs.
'.
3. The Israeli request of $2.1 billion is more
than we or .Congress could justify in present domestic
and Middle East circumstances. The $1.8 billion
military assistance component is far in excess of
what we consider the probable Arab threat justified
as noted in N~SM 207. It would be extremely difficult
. to defend.this level before Congress and the public
__ . unless Israe'l' were seen to be making an extraordin.ary
contribution in an all-out effort to secure a peace
settlement with the Arabs. Moreover, short of
substantial steps toward peace, the sheer size of
this assistance package would undoubtedly provoke
a strong negative reaction from the Arabs as to
a... '.
our and Israel's real intentions. The Israelis
might also treat a fully positive response as
creating a need for us to continue to support them
at this level in succeeding years •
.
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4. Levels between the extremes. It seems likely,
therefore, that we are seeking a level between the
$700 million level of FY 1975 and the $2.1 billion
Israel would like. There are no precise economic
grounds for defining intermediate levels. The
possibilities include:
,

.'

~

..

..

-- a $300 million increase over this year'which
.'. would bring the total of all forms of aid to
$1 billion. This would require a budget
amendment of $500-550 million which once again
would be obvious to the Arabs.
", -

.

-- Alternatively, we could provide a total of
$1.5 billion, the amount of their new military
equipment shopping list, leaving the Israelis
to sort out their own priorities between
military and civilian purchases •

Phasing

~ ..

~.• "!;. : .

.. Since ·the President has already submitted his
·FY 1976 budget to the Congress, there is an additional
-factor to consider. Any increase in the foreign·
assistance component of the FY 1976 budget made in
order to provide a substantial increase over funds
currently planned for Israel would require the
.... President's approval and submission of a budget '..~
amendment to the Congress. Thus procedurally the
proper tack at the moment would presumably be to
look toward a budget amendment later in the spring
.when the desirable levels of· aid for Israel and
-;;;... Egypt are clearer. . Meanwhile, it would be possible
'. . _.to move up through the aid levels defined above in
L.s~ages if that were j u d g e d h e l p f u 1 . .
Assistance Categories

..

The following is a d~scussion of each of the
assistance categories.

~eparate

.

.

.
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1.

Extraordinary Military Assistance

A level of $500 million to $750 million in
extraordinary military assistance might be obtain
able from Congress provided strong Administration
support were given to the request and Congress were
convinced that this level was necessary in order to
obtain the movement we desire toward establishing
peace in the Middle East. Any military ~redit
assistance above the usual FMS level probably should
be provided as long-term loans, at a concessionary
rate of interest. However, we do not believe the
Administration should propose that a part or all
of this amount be provided asa"grant, i.e., waiver
of payment, as was the case with part of the FY
1974 $2.2 billion.
...•. .'.

2.

. ". ~'..

-~.

Regular Foreign Military Sales Credits
'.

+

•

•

The Administration has requested and Congress
has approved a level of $300 million in FMS credits
for the last four fiscal years. This level" has come
to be accepted as the normal regular program that
we provide to Israel, and the Israelis have come to
expect it. We foresee no difficulty with Congress
in obtaining this amount.
3.

-".

Supporting Assistance

.

., -"
"

.

..,......
Israel has asked to receive in FY 1976 at least
$325 million, the same amount of supporting assist
~nce Congress voted on its own initiative for FY 1975.
While the Administration has never.requested more
=::" than $50 million in Supporting Assistance for Israel,
Congress,' having once voted for· over $300 million,
might be willing to do so again •
-,

"

";.

4.

PL 480 Title I

The Israelis have requested PL 480 assistance
. amounting to $250 million i
FY 1976. This amount#fci~'?J_

Il
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is highly unrealistic in view of current commodity
,,' shortages, budget limitations, and Congressional
,intent to provide PL 480 assistance on ~~e basis
of humanitarian rather than political considerations.'
The present FY 1976 budget planning figure for Israel
is $20 million.
It is doubtful that we could raise
this amoa~t appreciably and, indeed, we expect.
pressures to reduce it.
5..

Housing Investment Guaranty

Israel has a~ked us to provide an AID guaranty
for up to $50 million in investment loans to Israel
from private u.s. institutions to provide mortgage
money for housing in Israel. There has been some
criticism from the General Accounting Office and
, Treasury expressing doubt that Israel actually needs
this type of'assistance (we have provided a total of
-$100 million since FY 1972).

6.

.:

Resettlement of Soviet Jews

The Administration has never requested appro
priations for this purpose; funds have always been
voted on Congressional initiative (a total of $87,
million since FY 1972). Israel has requested $100
million in this category of assistance for FY 1976.
Congressional action is likely to be closely linked
to the actual level of immigration of Soviet Jews':
to Israel. In 1974, 20,200 Jews left the Soviet
Union with exit documents indicating their destina
tion was Israel. This total is 42 percent less than
'for 1973. The number who actually arrived in Israel
in 1974 was about 17,000.
"
...

.

:~.

"':.'.

Conclusion
The most desirable way to develop viable options
is to review these issues and considerations with
the other agencies concer~ed. Subject to .your

-----.
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guidance, we are prepared to form a small working
". group to develop the conceptual framework and
necessary analyses to examine the issues posed by
·.the Israeli request. The compelling reason for
this approach is that Israel's ambitious arms
procurement program might exceed our ability to
provide financial arrangements (even on concessional
terms) to help them pay for the equipment and thus
add further to Israel's mounting foreign debt.
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To:

The Secretary

From:

NEA - Alfred L. Atherton, Jr.
Status of Economic Questions Raised by Ambassador
Dinitz

During your lunch with Ambassador Dinitz on February 22,
he raised a series of economic questions. The following is
a status report on the issues Dinitz raised:

1.

Oil Reserves

I sent you a memorandum on February 9 recommending
that our helping Israel construct storage facilities for
oil or for, any other raw materials should be limited to
1inancial assistance within the context of our overall
assistance program and should be decided in March when we
see whether Israel's oil supply situation has changed.
Secretary Simon anticipates that Minister Rabinowitz will
raise these matters when he comes for the Joint Committee
meetibg which you have approved for mid-March and has asked
for your guidande on how to proceed in discussions with
the Israelis. You should be in a posi~ion to provide
guidance by then,but for the moment I continue to recom
mend that you hold a decision until we know more about
the situation then.

2.

Arab Boycott

,
As Dinitz now knows, both you and the President made
public statements on this matter this week, and the u.S. is
studying the question of possible violations of u.S. laws.
This should have taken the steam out of the Israeli coricern
'for the time being. On February 25 Shalev, for example,
asked me if, it was not time for the U.S.-Israeli. study
group on the boycott (Treasury Assistant Secretary Parsky,
Israeli'Embassy Economic Minister Sher, and myself) to
convene.
I told Shalev the u.S. side was still researching .
the matter' of U. S. laws and told him about your ans\.;er' to·, '
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the press on the subject earlier the same day.
Shalev,
\vho had not been aware of your, statement to the press,
appeared gratified by it.
3.

Binational Science Foundation

You have agreed that an expansion of the Binational
Science Foundation is to be one of the three areas in which
concrete progress can be made by the time of the session
of the U.S.-Israeli Joint Committee for Investment and
Trade, now scheduled for mid-March. We have differenc~s
with Treasury and OMB on how this should be done, and
Mr. Robinson will be working closely with those agencies
to try to forge a U.S. position which will be sufficiently
responsive to the Israelis to achieve progress in this area.

4.

Waiver of the Buy American Act

This matter has been thoroughly discussed with the
Israelis, who are not entirely satisfied with the u.S.
position. The Israelis have been advised that the Act
does not preclude incorporating Israeli-made equipment in
military hardware provided to Is~ael under the Foreign
Military Sales Program. Additionally, Defense Department
overseas procurements for use overseas are not subject
to the Act, and Israeli sources may bid on an equal basis
with other firms on these contracts to supp~y Defense
Department requirements outside the U.S. The Israelis had
not known these things.
Israel also continues to want an
actual blanket waiver of the Act to allow Israel to sell
to Defense either a specific amount of equipment in dollar
terms ($30 million a year has been suggested) or a specific
range of commodities, notably electronics equipment. The
Defense Department is not in favor of such a blanket waiver
but is willing to examine Israeli applications for exceptions_
to the Act on a case-by-case basis. We have not recommended
making an exception to normal practice on this at this
stage because it runs against the interests of U.S. firms
,and there does not seem to be a critical enough benefit
to Israel to warrant overriding our own interests.
5.
,

~'

AID Offshore Procurement for Israel

We understand there is a memorandum in
posing 'the question of a possible change in
-SECRET/NODIS
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Security Decision Memorandum No. 7 to make Israel eligible
for AID development-Ioan-financed offshore procurement.

6.

Joint Business Council

'Treasury and Commerce last fall tried at the highest
levels to induce prestigious American businessmen to agree
to serve on the Council and met with success only when the
individual concerned already had connections with- Israel.
The Israelis have indicated that they want the Council's
membership to include leading businessmen who have no pre
vious connection with Israel, an objective with which we"
sympathize. Treasury in consultation with Commerce is
studying new ways to tackle this problem.. You may wish
to tell Dinitz that we frankly have run into difficulties
in putting together the u.s. participation on the Council
on the terms Israel prefers, but we agree with Israel that
prestigious American businessmen should be included who
have no previous connection with Israel, and we are going
back to work hard on recruiting a good U.S. contingent.
7.
Israel's Interest in the $25 Billion Financial Support
Fund
The Israelis are interested in this fund as a source
of long-term low interest loans. .However, we understand
that the $25 billion fund is limited to OECD members and
that any attempt to include an outside party such as Israel
in the facility would amount to interjecting an element
of discord.
You told Allon only that you would look at
the s~bject when we had completed our own thinking on it.
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Dinitz's Economic .Questions
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On Saturday at lunch Pinitz read you a list of "economic questions"
, 'whi~h he said he wanted to "headline" for you. He told :me that
some of these things required your initiative or else they would
not' get off the ground.

,.

,I. Oil reserves. - Itts agreed in principle but nothing is
happening. You agreed to.1ook into it before Rabinovitch's visit. '
I

,2.

The ec'onoluic bovcott agai.rlst Israel. - You told him that
the ,Pre~ident or you would m~ke a statement on Tuesday or Wed-·
nesday•

'.
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'

.
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.

~
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3.
The Bi-National Science Foundation. - I~ was agreed.to,.l
but nothing will happen until there isa green light from you. You
, said you would do it.
.
,
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_

;he waive:::, pi the- BU;' American A:t 'aJd offshore purchases •

I
~.

The joint business Council. - It's agreed to but not being
carried out. You said you'd get word to Treasury.

-'. 7. Israeli s interest in the $25 billion fund.
to Enders.

You said yourd talk

I have told Roy Atherton that these points were raised. He will be re
porting to you on the status of each of them and will await your guidance.
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.'-a ha"ve given Simon an informal acknowledgment saying
we are studying the issue actively.
.
1sraeli Concerns
Mr.

~~at

.
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'lhe .oil storage project·is part of Israel's overall
. apl~n~ing to stockpile raw materials and construct related
,
.L~r:(ge facilities in Israel. Israel's interest is stra
, ..._........ ,'. bgic, a desire to ensure its ability' to withstand a milt... . ... :..... itary siege of greater duration' than hitherto experienced.
.' ... 1C'rael has already asked us for $300 million to finance
I : .' ; :..
i ;'.'::.: .': , ", t'1e raw material stockpile; the oil project is additional.
1 ",: .....,
'.' ."
. .'
In the past Israel kept nearly enough oil supplies to
,.
.'. r.;eE.t its domestic requirements in. crude oil, fuel oil and
.~ ' ..:. ':.:
.el.stillates for six months but·.is now unable to maintain
this ratio of reserves, as. consumption is increasing.
: :::, ... ".. ~ .. Israel' s existing storage capacity' now covers roughly a
,
'. t!lree-month reserve, and at the present rate of IS:i:ael's
. .:. 6llIlual consll.Ttlption increase'; which might not be sustained,
t..~S.s capacity will provide a' reserve of less than two
:--.
~nths by 1980, when the construotion of the proposed new .
storage facility would be. completed. Israel would need to
I' " • .
\...
.buy roughly $100 million worth of: additional oil annually
J"'
. (at present prices) during the last four years (1977-1980)
l
o'~ construction in order~ to' fill' the sections of the new
f! '
r--:
.. rtorage facility as they are completed and make full use
.;
". of the country's new storage. capacity.
1
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The Israelis have a feeling of urgency about their
" " o i l storage project not only. because their. existing·.stor
ege space is inadequate for meeting their reserve require
ments, but also because their existing storage' facilities
. a~e no longer secure in view of the Arabs' surface-to
.. t:urface missile capabilities...··:.'
..."

::~:-

U.S.

Position';,Zi:?;:<{\C"; - c "

,',":
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We believe that the U.S. should try to assist the
Israelis in carrying out a storage project to the degree
we are able to be helpful because:
__ Israel's present oil storage facilities are no
longer secure in the event of war, and this is an area---of
serious vulnerability' for Israel;
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: ,1'Srael' 5 Reauest for ·U.S: Assistance' in
.' .CC\nst,l""ucting Storage Facilities for Oil'
and for an Oil Supply Guarantee
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',Sec~etary Simon-sent you a memorandum (Tab B) asking
for your view on whether we should begin negotiations
, with the Israelis on U.s~ financial participation in ~~e
. ...:~cnstruction of an underground oil storage facili-t.y in
-', Israel.
'

....

-

--

which would have a capacity of 36.5 mil~icn ~a==e~s
" ...'. '(nearly five million metric tons) of oil by its completion
in 1980 and would cost $141 million for its construction.
, ~_ which would hold about $400 million worth of oil,
- a part or all of which Israel would like the U. s. to own
~r, alternatively, all of which Israel would like the u.s.
. ... _. ..
to finance;
.

..

"'

•

__ which would enable Israel to store sec~rely an
equivalent of five months of domestic consumption needs
!or each category of crude oil, fuel oil and distillates.
1n c~njunction with meeting their long-term oil
_'storage needs, the Israelis also are. proposing u u.s.
~---Israel supply arrangement:
"" .

..

___ to define ~~e mechanism and source from ~hich the
-U.S. would provide an emergency resupply of oil for Israel
z.nd

__ to form the basis for replenishing the oil storage '
facility whenever it would b!=! drawn down.
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-- '~is Administration is on 'public record 'supporting
/ storage programs such as these:
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• - there is no question. of :.the importance Israel' atlaches to' L~e project: in fact, the Israelis are already
~ressing ~~ead with plans to carrY out underground oil
.- ...... .torage tests near Eilat' in preparatio'n for the larger,
pr~jec~ to be constructed in the middle of 'the' Negev:,"
':",A'

.'.:

, "..

_. Treasury, oil storage experts. have, studied the
and c'oncur ~ its tec~i~a,l f~asibility~

~r~ject

"
.0

. Secretary Simon an~icipa~es', that "Mlnister rumi~owitz
'viII raise these issues when he comes to attend the meeting
of the U.S.-Israeli Joint Committee for Investment and
-rrade now scheduled for March. ',',' The Israelis might well
raise these matters with youdnring your visit to Iprael.
OUr initial feeling is that we should limit our participa
tion, to financial,assistance:and·that it should probably
come out of the already ,massive annual assistance program
.. .to Israel, but that is an issue for decision.
.
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The Options
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,The options presented to, us: by 'Israel for our parti
cipation in ·the oil storage project include:

.....

."

,

,-:."'0.

a. U.S. building and owning the oil storage facility
and the stored oil \-lith joint agreement on the terms of
usage. This proposal has the appearance of providing the
, ·U.S. with some benefit from the project in that we,would
, ~ have a right to draw on the oil stockpile, notablY"for our
.. military needs. The arrangement the Israelis'seek with
1:s'on the use of the stockpile would cover:

-

-:;

~"

-- whether the oil could. be used by either Israel or
·:.... ··the U. S. for normal military and/or economic needs or only
". in emergency situations:,
"
- the trigger mechanism for use of the facility by
either partYi
. -.-.-,
.".

..

- the mix of type of oil (crude, fuel oil and "dis
'tillates) to be stored: and
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terms of replenishment.
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t:e view this \option, however, as politically and mil
. 'i~ar+ly undesirabIe:
' .
. .'

...:' __ .... :..... on oil,
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the military overtones of this

would affect our· interests in the Arab· countries
g1ve the Israelis a small additional soUrce of lever

:-" .. ~lt.g£;""";';:':::::;"7j~,.':<..<':"~"'"

..

. ".-

the proposed close U.S. relationship with Israel
and especially

................. _. ':. ~_;.: ... ..

. .'~' :: ~ . ;.-. only through your diplomatic efforts since the
.Oc~ber war have we begun· to convince Arab leaders tha~
~~:':'s:.ael is not in fact a chosen mili taryinstrument of the' :
.'·.U.S. as .Arab propagandists have:long asserted and that
::. t.here is no intimate coordination of military planning or
operations between the U. S.· and.Israel; ·i t would be a
aerious setback if we were. to take a major step now which
,.roused these old Arab suspicions; .
. . ' ...... .

-...

'. :.... " .'
ve do not require an oil reserve in the middle of
:.
''l:heNegev,
anc its availability· would be uncertain to us
'.~'
. ... -."
'. !n a crisis;
. ~'. :','<:;;';<\~'~:'." .'
.
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-- it would be politically unwise for the Administra
tion to seek to establish a costly oil storage facility
in the Middle East because the public and Congress view
the region as a highly volatile, unsafe area •

•

b. Joint ownership with Israel of both the storage
facilities and the oil, with u.s. financing of the project •
.' .. ..-. The

u.s.

would provide Israel with fina..T1Cial assistpnce to

meet its share of the program'.' ." Israel would have greater
", rsage rights under this option than under option (a)·.
Jiowever, the same objections ..-raised "lith regard to option
.
. , (a) would apply to this option~
We therefore do not con
' ... ' >
..
:~·~liider
this
arrangement
desirable.'
..
.
.
.

....:

'

..

.c. U.S. financing for an all-Israeli project. Under
.... this option. the U. s. would provide only financial assist
. ance to Israel for the construction of the storage facil
ity and the oil fill, all of which would be owned by Israel.
.....
This approach is the most realistic one in our view, since
it takes into consideration' Israel's genuine requirements
.tor oil storage and our own desire not to become too
,
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closely associated with the project.
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1he Israelis, in presenting this option to us, clearly
a special financial assistance package from the
··O.S. to cover the five-year construction cost of nearly
~30 ~llicn a year and the four-year purchase cost of
£bout $100 million a year (at· present prices) to build
:
..
up Israel's oil reserves to make use of the country's new
~~rage capacity as construction of components of the new
facility reaches completion •.. This means $30 million the
..
li1st year and $130 million annually during the next four
..... >' ·years. We believe that in Fiscal Year 1975, in which
'.
" . Israel is receiving $324_5 million in Supporting Assistance,
~ '... ' ': '.'
.' "hich is $73.5 million more: than. the $250 million. Israel .
. ". :::,..,
' .. had been seeking, the funds.: for· construction should come
; · · . C l O t . of this existing supporting assistance.
But in future
years the oil storage project might'be considered as an
:.'
...
cdditional item for which. Israel would need U.S. financial
..upport.
~~visege

'

'.

.... '.' . Considering the enormity of Israel's likely need for
ft.«;. financial assistance over the next five years without
. . ....'.:' . t..~e proposed· oil storage project,... this $54Lmillion addi
.
'tional item spread over a£ive-year period does r-ot loom
, ." .1:3 prohibitively large. .A. five-month oil reserve for full
.. ~
comestic consumption is a luxurY which virtually no other
....
non-oil-producing nation enjoys,. but Israel's security
, situation is also unique in many respects and contributes
to its propensity to try to build .security against all con
- ti~gencies.
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d. A U.S. guarantee of oil for Israel in emergencies.
Such an arrangement would be extremely important for
.~. Israel, at least psychologically, because it will depend
solely--once i t has withdrawn from Abu Rodeis--on oil
imports that are increasingly in danger of being entirely
cut off in the event of another crisis with the Arabs.
Eertator Per~J told the Israelis and our Embassy in Tel Aviv
orr.c·few days after his visit in late January to Iran (the
··cole source of Israel's oil other than Sinai) that he
eoubted from his conversations. there whether Iran could
.resist Arab pressure to cut off oil to Israel in the event
of' another war with the Arabs, although the Shah himself
had been somewhat less negative.
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P:--actical and legal cOllsirlcrations implied in such
however, raiS"e, serious questions about.,our,_,'
our responsibilities;;
, -, '.:
.
.. . .
'" . .
,
a possible reduction in·available u.s. oil sup-",
. ,,' "'Llies if Arab oil shipments to, us were cut off: '
'.
~ .. tJ.C~pUblic reaction to, ,our supplying Israel' with
~!l if' our own supplies are reduc.-ed;, ':
:
E 61 arrangement,
&"" ;'lity to meet

.
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., ',.. ': , ..... ' C'ertairi existing 'st~t~~~~ "'prohibitio'nsagainst"
.' t".;.'
',,' '·~>:POrting U"" S., domestic crude oil; , "'" ','
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'. ~ t.hc small number"of oil. tankers' Under direct U.S.'
Goverr-.unent control;
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-.- the present regim~ of private companies controlling
oil supplies and distribution;. and .",:~' ".:,,' :'"
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, ",:-~ ~eaction from the other members of ..the Interna
'lional Energy Agency.
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, '1hese, potential problems probably could be difficult
to overcome and new legislative authority might well be
, .. ':.' r.ece~sary to carry out any political decision to supply
".'." Israel's needs, even the strategem of diverting to Israel
sh~pments of intended u.s. imports.
It,should be noted
, . that during the 1973 war and the ',ensuing oil embargo and
Oil export reductions, Israel,wasabie to buy sufficient
'-. ~antities of oil on the spot'market to meet its owp. re
, quirements and for 'delivery elsewhere, even to the U.S.
:srael's sizeable tanker fleet, and the abundance of.ships
available on the spot market facilitated this effort.
)~ether Israel could mount such an effort successfully in
. ';"':.,another war is problematical.: 'If it could, a U.S. guaran...
~ee to supply Israel's oil needs might not be called into
action. In that event, aU.S. guarantee of oil supplies
to Israel would be essentially a political gestu~e.
Whether or not such a guarantee were invoked, its real
importance lies in the potential impact our guarantee
. might have on peace negotiations in encouraging Israel to
·vithdraw from the Sinai oil fields.
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he~ore reaching any decision to provide such a 'guaran .,
tee, however, we would need to study carefully the likely
c~nditions under which Israel would feel compelled to in- ,
'v ke the U.S. guarantee.' 'They would not be present condi
~or~, but L~e conditions arising from a severe' and pro
"
·t=acted Middle East cridis. A number of worst-case scenarios
,. ·~ould need to 'be covered by· the study to see just how we
'''vuld go about fulfilling' the. obligation to Israel, if, for
. ,pxample, the Sixth Fleet had to be used to enable tankers
" ': : ; ...,.to proceed to Israel and if political conditions in, now
, .....~::' '.-·'.;.:'-·friendly, north-littoral Mediterranean states had meanwhile
..:.' . '. " :'.:'80 deteriorated that the Sixth' Fleet could no longer use
~ ,.
,"
t!&eir ports. In other words ,the' guarantee to Israel' would
" ".',::. " ;. Lave to he phrased with 'great care in order( on the one
.,
.;' t.ano, to take into account dire' exigencies and" on the
..-:' .. :,::
'. Dther, still be credible to Israel.
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:' . .~.. ,C"oTlclusion
... ".: .;:'.....
We believe that· our helping Israel construct s~orage
'. ' . ,.. .... fcc'ilities for oil or for any other raw materials should
';;~. :':'·,,·.'be limited to financial assistance, and the extent of our
l
....
.participationshould be -viewed within the context of our
,~
'overall, but probably expanded, ··assistance program. I also
'.,
, . ~~liev~ we. nee~. a stllSL
, of t .he, econo..m~,?J,~~li::ical. and !Di~. ' .. ,
~arv_1mpl.LCat} ons::o~~9~L~.'-~_~I?JJ'~~~:r:.'!.~«;..e, wt:i~di have
only been toucned on ~n th~s memorandum.-'Heanwh~le, I sug
'. -,., ·:·gest you postpone your reply to Simon until after we know
.'.:,
' where the current negotiations are going. We could then
take this into account in. our overall assistance program
for Israel when we make the final'decis1.ons regarding the
';":,Fiscal Year 1976 budget presentation to Congress. ,
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

BRIEFING MEMORANDUM
SjS

-SECRE'f'/NODIS
To:

The Secretary

From:

NEA - Alfred L. Atherton
Your Visit to Israel, March 1975

The Setting
As tpe month of February drew to a close, the mood
in Israel on the subject of Egyptian-Israeli peace
efforts was somewhat more relaxed and less gloomy than
it was when you went to Israel in February. Through a
welter of statements and interviews the Israeli leader
ship reassured the public that Egypt was interested in
a second-stage Sinai agreement, that there was a fair
possibility one could be reached, and that the Israeli
Government was taking a cautious attitude and would not
be duped by Egypt or, for that matter, the United Statzs.
Israeli comments about a possible new agreement with
Syria, however, remained hardline.
Immediately upon your departure from the area
Rabin also went to work building broader support with
in the Labor Party itself for Israel's continued cooper
ation with your diplomatic efforts and appears to have
met with success. The earlier voices in Israel questioning
whether Egypt's attitude offered any chance for another
Sinai agreement and whether the Israeli Government was
not submitting naively to U.S. salami tactics have largely
been stilled for the time being.
Peres in his public rema:!:'ks during the t~,:o ".'leek
-- .period shied away from the subj~ct of any differences
of view among the top Israeli leaders and backed off
completely from his earlier advocacy of substituting
Geneva for the step by step approach. Peres according
to Embassy Tel Aviv has stressed a second Sinai agree
ment could entail withdrawal from the passes and oil-;, ,
,,;,1
fields, in his view, only if Egypt was prepared to
J~l
"abandon war," and he doubted the value of any such
-,_;!!
Egyptian declaration.
'-,,_-..

Rabin on various occasions during the period pursued
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the line that it was his personal view, though not one
officially sanctioned by the government, that in return
for Egypt's termination of the "state of war," Israel
could make a substantial withdrawal; Israeli commentators
clearly understood he meant by this both the passes and
the oilfields. Although Rabin repeatedly said Egypt
would have to renounce the state of war formally in an
undertaking addressed directly to Israel, his remarks
revealed that h~ did not necessarily mean the sweeping
halt by Egypt of all diplomatic and economic warfare
against Israel which a formal termination of the juridical
state of belligerency would require. Rather, in the words
he employed on February 14 and again in his Washington
Post interview March 1, Rabin indicated his goal was an
Egyptian undertaking of "no further use of force or threat
of the use of force in Egyptian-Israeli relations." The
effect which Rabin's various statements must have had on
the Israelis' understanding of what precisely Egypt was
being called upon to do--whether this was deliberate or
not--can only have been confusing.
Of the various issues connected with Middle East
settlement efforts which came in for discussion in Israel
since you were last there, probably the one which received
the greatest attention was the question of a possible
U.S.guarantee of a settlement or a U.S.-Israeli defense
treaty. The Israeli leaders finally succeeded in damping
down the media speculation on this subject by reiterating
publicly in an emphatic way that this notion had never
been discussed by you and the Israeli leadership (Israeli
Prime Minister Ben Gurion in a secret letter of May 12,
1963 to President Kennedy specifically sought a "Bilateral
Security Agreement," but this fact has never surfaced);
Israel was not looking for a U.S. guarantee or treaty
and would never accept one as a substitute for "defensible
borders"; but the possibility of some eventual U.S. de
fense commitment to Israel might have merit if it were
aimed at outside powers and not the Arabs in the context
·of an overall settlement.
Since you were last in Israel, the government
announced its budget for the Israeli fiscal year starting
April 1 and also announced new taxes. Like the budget
of the year before, the new one entails a 41 percent
outlay for defense, which represents 31 percent of Israel's
/::;:'-~:3~--:~:,_
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gross national product.
Israel's new taxes, aimed
at the private business sector, are a further belt
tightening measure which may help limit inflation but
could slow down the country's economic growtn. They may be rescind
ed.
Bilateral Issues
The key issue of U.S. economic and military
assistance in FY-76 is dealt with in a separate analyt
ical options paper at Tab A. A separate memorandum
has been sent to you (copy at Tab B) on the status
of outstanding economic issues and items coming up in
the U.S.-Israel Joint Committee for Investment and Trade.
Analysis and options relating to Sinai oil are dealt
with in a paper at Tab C. The following are other
issues which you may want to cover or which may come
up.
Arms Supply and Delivery to Israel
The Israelis are satisfied with the present
arrangements to deliver all urgent list items by
April 1, with minor exceptions which they know of and
have accepted. Though the LANCE letter of offer has
not been given to the Israelis yet, Israelis are in
the U.S. now to begin training on this missile system.
The Arab Boycott
The increased attention to the boycott in the
Congress and the pressure for legislation could under
cut your chance to make real progress with Sadat. You
would be justified in telling the Israelis they will
be responsible for killing chances for progress unless
they get this pressure under control.
The anti-boycott statements you and the President
have made were very well received in Israel. The Israelis
probably are satisfied by the press .and Congressional
- . interest this issue has been getting: their supporters
here can be expected to exploit this pUblicity in pushing
for anti-boycott legislation and in attempting to under
mine our closer relations with the Arab countries. You
will recall that in December we agreed to establish a
joint U.S.-Israel committee to study possible anti-boycott
measures.
If the Israelis raise this issue. you might
say:
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-- We are actively exploring what measures we
might take against the boycott.
-- When our investigations are sufficiently advanced,
a meeting of the joint U.S.-Israeli boycott committee
can be arranged.
-- Meanwhile, the boycott remains an area in which
we are in basic agreement with Israel and one which
we discuss with the Arabs at appropriate times.
-- We would caution Israel very strongly not to
press the Congress for legislation-In this field. We
can make real progress quietly if we do not confront the
Arabs.
If Israel's supporters force a confrontation,
they will lose their first chance for real progress.
Lebanon-Israel Border
This frontier has remained quite calm for the past
month (there was an infiltrator killed February 22 and
a day of IDF shelling as a result) and reflects both
Israeli restraint, Lebanese efforts to control fedayeen
actions, and an apparent fedayeen decision urged by
Syria to lie low for a time.
We have urged restraint
on the Israelis, and you might wish to express your
satisfaction with the present period of calm., urging
that for its part Israel work for its continuance.
The PLO
The PLO push for enhanced international status
continues, usually successfully, and Israeli concern
- remains at a high level. We are opposing the granting
of observer status to the PLO at the ILO, even under
an umbrella formula which does not mention the PLO by
name. The PLO is seeking observer status in the Human
Rights Commission now meeting in Geneva, and probably
_ will get it. The PLO is acting on the General Assembly
. resolution and soon will establish its observers in
New York. We are working to ensure that the PLO at the
UN gets no more status there than is absolutely unavoid
able. A separate memo has been sent to you presenting
for your decision a number of issues related to the PLO
presence in New York. A copy is at Tab D.
Should the Israelis raise this issue, you might
wish, to say:
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we, too, take a restrictive view of what the
PLO is entitled to as a result of the General Assembly
resolution;
-- we will work to ensure that the PLO gets no
more than its due;
-- we agree that UN Blue Book listing would be
inappropriate and we intend to discuss this with the
UN;

-- as for the details of PLO presence in New York,
we are working now on our own positions, even though
the PLO has yet formally to establish a PLO mission
there.
Israeli Interest in $25 Billion Fund
..

The Israelis have told you that they want to
participate in the Financial Solidarity Fund. You said
that you would take it up with our people who are handling
the matter. Final accord was reached on the text of the
Fund agreement by decision of the OECD Council at the
end of February. The agreement will be signed in early
April by working level representatives of the member
states for later ratification by governments. However,
the Fund is restricted to OECD members which can borrow
only to the extent that they make an initial contribution
to the Fund, which would appear to preclude Israel's
interest in the Fund as a source for long term, low
interest loans. An attempt to include a non-OECD country
in the Fund's operation at this time could inject a
serious element of discord into the present process and
probably foreclose any hope of completing the agreement.
Promoting Israel's association in the Fund would intro
duce an element of disharmony in its establishment and
operation, as would any suggestion that Middle East oil
- . producers participate in the Fund. The OECD members
generally identify these Middle East countries as the
basic cause of the economic problems that have made
establishment of the Fund so necessary. Should the
Israelis raise this issue you could say:
-- the Fund agreement restricts membership to OECD
members;
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-- it also requires a contribution before loans
can be made;
-- and, therefore, Israel's interest in the Fund
as a source of loans presumably is reduced;
-- in any event, we would not at this early stage
in the Fund's life propose changes in its rules of member
ship.
PL-480
The Israelis seem now to understand that they
are not going to get more in FY-75 than the $9 million
already made available. As you know, and the Israelis
are aware, the Congress in passing the FY-75 Foreign
Assistance Authorization Act specifically added $74.5
million to Supporting Assistance for Israel as offsetting
compensation for the greater amount of PL-480 assistance
given to Egypt.
In this light, and in terms of relative
food needs, a larger PL-480 amount for Israel would be
difficult to justify since the PL-480 program is mainly
another form of economic aid in Israel's case.
Syrian Jewry
The Israelis have made no new demarches to us nor
have there been any new developments in recent months.
The Israelis probably understand that the present mood
in Syria precludes any movement soon on this problem.
Body Search on the Egyptian Front
There have been no new developments. The issue
remains of considerable domestic concern in Israel,
however, and any ideas the Egyptians or Israelis might
have for breaking this impasse would be useful. You
might even want to consider taking an Egyptian decision
-, ,to Israel on your first visit. If Allon raises this issue
you might:
brief him on the state-of-play;
and, if we have approached the Israelis on the
issue of Egyptian aid to Sinai flood victims, perhaps
suggest that these two humanitarian concerns might match
as quid and quo.
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u.s. Arms Sales to Arab Countries
In a press backgrounder February 28 Ambassador
Dinitz expressed concern that u.S. sales of arms to
Arab countries when added to what the Arabs are pro
curing from the USSR and Europe could seriously upset
the Arab-Israeli power balance. He said Israel wanted
the u.S. to scrutinize these sales more closely and
probably slow them down.
If the Israelis raise this
subject during your visit, you could point out that:
-- we do consider carefully the possible adverse
impact on the Middle East balance of forces of each
proposed sale of arms to an Arab country;
-- if the u.S. were not selling arms to the Arabs,
they could easily purchase them elsewhere, and then the
u.S. would not have the leverage of future spare parts
supply and training of Arab specialists in the use and
maintenance of the arms systems, levers with which the
u.S. if necessary could act to influence the moves of
Arab nations having U.S.-made weapons;
-- we can if needed go into this matter more closely
with the Israeli side after your return to Washington.

Attachments:
Tab A - U.S. Economic and Military Assistance in FY-76
Tab B - Status of Economic Questions Raised by Ambassador
Dinitz
Tab C - Israel's Request for U.S. Assistance in Contructing
Storage Facilities for Oil and for a Oil Supply
Guarantee
Tab D - Issues related to the PLO presence in New York
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Checklist for Your Stop in Jerusalem
March 9-10
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Negotiating Issues
Attached are the following documents:
--Tab A: The re-typed version of the Egyptian paper
with the deletions you requested.
--Tab B:

The original Egyptian paper for your

referen~e.

--Tab C: General Gamasy's six principles for your
reference.
Also in your f6lder for reference is the map reflecting
General Gamasy's military briefing in Aswan.
You will, of course, have your own judgment on how to pro
ceed. It seems to us that these are the main objectives
of this visit to Jerusalem:
1.

You will want to convey your judgment that Sadat
wants an agreement but that it must be achieved in a
way and on terms which enable him to assure the
internal support he needs to withstand external
pressures:
Sadat has addressed Israel's concerns seriously
and is prepared to take risks to meet them in
essence, provided Israel responds to Sadat's
problem of not being able to isolate himself
from the Arab world.
To contain pressure from his army, Sadat needs
not just a symbolic change in the lines but
Israeli withdrawal from territory with some
strategic significance, particularly all of
the oil fields and'passes.

2.

You will want to put yourself in a position to take
back to Egypt some concrete propositions which will
provide a basis for negotiation. This will involve:
D~CLF.8B~;·;~D
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g1v1ng Rabin in some form the points Sadat
has given you for inclusion in an agreement;
discussing any proposed Israeli modifications
or additions to put to Sadat;
gaining Israeli agreement at least in concept
to (a) an Israeli line which would provide
for their withdrawal from all the oil fields
and the passes and (b) an Egyptian line which
would put Egyptian forces in a position from
which they would feel able to defend the Canal.
3.

You will want to insist that the Israelis stop talking
about isolating Egypt and help you at least maintain
the appearance of keeping the door open for an agree
ment with Syria.

*

*

*

*

*

*

A separate checklist of bilateral issues is in your
folder.
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SALIENT POINTS RELATED TO A SECOND DISENGAGEMENT
AGREEr-lENT BETWEEN EGYPT AJ.'J'D ISRAEL

1- The agreement should include total withdrawal of
Israeli forces to the east of the passes and from all
the oilfields including the town of El Tor.

2- The Israeli withdrawal will be implemented in such
a manner as to indicate the willingness of the Israelis
to demonstrate their desire for peace namely that no roads
nor i~tallations or equipment of the oilfields be destroyed
or transferred from their present location either to Israel
or the remaining occupied part of Sinai.

3- The United Nations Zone will be subject of agreement.

4- The thinning of forces and their strength will be the
Subject of mutual agreement •

.
'

5- The agreement should have as an annex a fixed time-table
indicating the various phases of the implementation of the
agreement bearing in mind that the full implementation should

,.
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be terninated within twornonths of the signature of the
agree~ent

and that Egypt receives all oilfields within

two weeks of the signing.

6- Egypt, on its part, is willing to accept a formula by
which the

~andate

of UNEF will be extended annually as

long as this ~~reement is valid and efforts towards a
just and peaceful settlement continue.
_.

,"

7- Egypt and 'Israel are ready to reactivate the Egyptian
Israeli Mixed Armistice Agreement and they a9ree that the
Mixed Armistice Commission resume its work to consider
~

alleged ·violations by· the parties· to ·the present ciisen
gagement agreement.

8- Should Israel give a formal guarantee or assurance in
writing to the United States that it will not undertake
military or paramilitary operations against Syria and

.

-

.

.

.

Egypt, during the duration of this agreement.

Egypton

it~ part .is ready to give tqthe United States Government
t

a similar guarantee or assurance that it will not 'initiate
military or paramilitary operations against Israel.

Bow-

ever, should Israel attack Syria, Egypt will not be bound

,
by this

- 3 

agreement but will fulfill its obligation towards Syria.
In addition, Egypt if attacked by Israel will exercise its
right of self-defence under article 51 of the UN Charter.

9-

~loreover,

Egypt is prepared to go to Geneva to discuss

with the parties concerned the conditions for a final, just
and durable peaceful solution provided that the Palestinian
representatives be invited to take part in the discussions
at the proper time.

10- Egypt would respect its committment so far as the
passage of Israeli cargo through the Suez Canal is concerned.

11- Furthermore, and asa demonstration of its continuing
efforts towards a peaceful settlement, Egypt wottld continue
the process of

th~

reconstruction of the Suez Canal area

and would open "the Suez Canal upon the final implementation
of the present Disengagement Agreement'.

12- Egypt would be prepared to consider liftingre,strictions
on some American firms -"and that on a selective'"basis 
so that they could resume their activities in Egypt.

This

committment would be given in the form of an oral under
standing between Egypt and the United States

B
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.
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.
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be terminated within two months of the signature of the
agreement and that Egypt receives all oilfields within·

.

two weeks of the signing.
\
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6- Egypt, on its part, is willing to accept a formula by
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Isra.eli Mixed Armistice Agreement and
. th~ agree that. the
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Mixed Armistice commission resume ita ",",ark to consider 
alleged violations by the parties to the present disen
gagement agreement.

8- Should Israel qive a formal guarantee or assurance in
writing to the United States that it will not undertake
~.

military or

par~military

operations

~gainst

Syria and

E~t0uring the duration of this agreem~n.0 Egypt on its
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Government will actively deploy its efforts and weight so that
/
a ~urther disengagEment between Syria and Israel takes place

",

~efO'ie

the middle ( f 1975. President Sadat would be prepared

to give to Presidert Ford his assurances that Egypt will not
i

violate the Disenrlagement Agreement reached between Egypt and
I.srael as long" "as the efforts pertaining to further progress
towards a just an4 durable peace are

continui~

,

10- Moreover, Egypt is prepared to go to Geneva to discuss

with the parties cpncerned the conditions for a
,

final~

just'

I

and durable peaceful solution provided that the Palestinian

/
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r"epresentatives be\ invited to take part in the discussions-:"
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"11- Egypt would respect its comrnittment so far as the passage"

of Israeli cargo through the Suez Canal is concerned.
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12- Furthermore,and
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a demonstration of its continuing

efforts towards a peaceful settlement, Egypt would continue
the process of the reconstruction of the Suez Canal area
and would open the Suez Canal upon the final implementation
of.th~ present Disengagement Agreement.
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EGYPTIAN PRINCIPLES
ON TROOP DEPLOYMENT LINES IN THE SINAI
1.

Any lines should provide physical security for the
troops of both sides.

2.

No line should give one side a military advantage.

3.

There should be balance between the troops of both
sides.

4.

The Egyptian line should be far enough from the
Canal to provide security for the cities along the
Canal.

s.

The buffer zone should be wide enough to avoid clashes.
The wider the zone, the better for both sides.

6.

Once the Canal is open, it will be an obstacle for
Egyptian troops. The balance of forces in the Sinai
should therefore be 1.S to 1 in Egypt's favor.
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MEMORANDUM
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

SEGRE'F!NODIS/XGDS

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION

PAR TICIPANTS:

Yitzhak Rabin, Prime Minister of Israel
Yigal Allon, Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Foreign Affairs
Shimon Peres, Minister of Defense
Simcha Dinitz, Ambassador to the United States
Lt. General Mordechai Gur, Chief of Staff
Mordechai Gazit, Director General, Prime
Minister's Office
Avraham Kidron, Director General, Ministry
of Foreign Affair s
Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, Secretary of State
and Assistant to the President for National
Security Affairs
Ambassador Kenneth Keating, Ambassador to
Israel
Joseph J. Sisco, Under Secretary of State for
Political Affairs
Alfred L. Atherton, Jr., As sistant Secretary
of State for Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs
Harold H. Saunders, Deputy Assistant Secretary
of State for Near Eastern & South Asian Affairs
Robert B. Oakley, NSC Staff
Peter W. Rodman, NSC Staff fI'YT2.

DATE & TIME:

Sunday - March 9, 1975
10:30 - 11:55 p.m. (Dinner)

PLACE:

Prime Minister's Residence
Jerusalem

Rabin:

Can we start?

Kissinger: It's a little early!
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Rabin: Mr. Secretary, as usual 1 welcome you and your colleagues. This
time 1 hope after visiting Egypt and Syria you can tell us what are their
positions, at least their first positions, in the context of an interim agree
ment. Especially how the Syrians view it.
Kissinger: Maybe 1 should begin with the Syrians, since the Egyptian side
is more substantive.
Rabin: Since youlre tired and welre not and welve got a lot of time, 1
suggest we jlast have a general review of the situation. Tomorrow we
have three hours.
Kis singer: Right.
Allon: 1 told the Prime Minister you will have breakfast at 8:30 and then
we will all meet in the office.
Kissinger: We can meet Tuesday night when 11m back from Ankara.
can perhaps decide tomorrow noon.

We

Let me give a brief impression of A swan first, and then Damascus, and
then perhaps back to Aswan.
My overall impres sion is that Sadat is quite determined to come to an
agreement, that he recognizes he has major problems with the Palestinians
and massive problems with the Syrians but that hels -- if he can get what
he considers an appropriate agreement -- he l s prepared to go ahead. He
doesnlt use his difficulties for blackmail purposes. Itl s a sort of quiet
determination. He considers the raid on Tel Aviv to be directed against
hUn. If 1 can give a personal impression, he was sort of hoping yould
retaliate but he was worried that retaliation would give the Syrians a pre
text. But he was determined. Fahmy told me he ordered the papers to
print that he had refused to receive them [the Palestinians]. Faisal he
said was frightened of being assassinated.
Rabin: He gives them a lot of money!
Kissinger: He [Sadat] wants to show itls possible to stand up to them and
survive.
Sisco: The explanation was that Qaddumi headed the delegation, and so
Sadat didn It have to receive him since he wasnlt the leader.
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Rabin: Then why did he have to praise the Tel Aviv thing?
enthusiastic than even Jordan and Lebanon.
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He was m.ore

Sisco: You can distinguish between Cairo Radio and an official statem.ent.
Rabin: I'm. talking about Radio Am.m.an.
Kissinger: Maybe they have to show som.e solidarity with the other Arabs while
they m.ake a separate deal.
Rabin: Maybe it's their position.
Kis singer: They m.ade it clear they regarded it as directed against them..
They face the objective difficulty of m.aking it appear they're not selling out
the others. That is a problem..

.~.

As far as the Syrians are concerned, they're violent. They spent the whole
period first arguing; trying to urge m.e not to conduct a separate negotiation;
then accusing the Egyptians of selling out, and saying they'll prevail;
stressing their unity with the Palestinians -- which they didn't do on the
last visit. And if Israel is trying to isolate them., it will lead to war. And
it's an undignified position for the Egyptians to beg. And that history is on
the side of the Arabs. They'll defeat Israel. When I said we wouldn't
perm.it it, they said, "You're letting Form.osa go, and Cam.bodia, and
Vietnam., and Turkey. It's just a m.atter of tim.e." There was som.e
debate about whether Portugal fitted in. [Laughter] It is not som.ething
to be particularly proud of in present circum.stances.
His m.ajor point was that under these conditions there would have to be a
decisive battle -- "these conditions" m.eaning a separate m.ove. He c1aim.ed
all the other Arabs were behind him..
Rabin: You heard the Shah sold out the Kurds?
Kissinger: I told Yigal; I told Sim.cha two weeks ago.
Rabin: Yes.
Kissinger: I warned the Shah against it and he did it anyway.
That was part of his [Asad's] review of the international situation. He said
all the trends were in his favor. It was not consistent with what he said at
the end, because he said he was ready to receive som.ething.
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Rabin: If he can get something for nothing, why not?
Kissinger: I didn't ask what he'd pay because it was ndappropriate for
me to go into that at that point.
He showed no interest in the Geneva Conference, to put it mildly.
To keep him quiet this week, I told him I'd come back next week. It may
not keep him quiet at all. I told him if he kept it up he'd say something
he'd regret. He was sort of implying there would be war between the
Arabs and the United States. He said he could afford to lose 50 million
and we weren't, so they had the advantage. I got tough with him. He
mentioned the Iran-Iraq agreement which frees the Iraqi strategic reserve.
He said there were difficulties between him and Iraq but they could be
bridged easily for the sake of anti-Israel. He said relations with Jordan
were improving.
Rabin: Did you watch Jordanian television and see Zaid Rifai?
Kissinger: He mentions Zaid Rifai often.
Allon:

They gave him a tremendous reception.

Rabin: He plays very much on the ego of Rifai.
Kissinger: I think Zaid Rifai is playing a somewhat ambiguous role.
Allon: Did he speak positively about Jordan or about Rifai?
Kissinger: He said the international trends were positive. A few months
ago, Jordan and Iraq had their armies tied down domestically. It was very
tough. He told our press -- he met with our press 10 minutes at the begin
ning. He said he was willing to make peace. When they pressed him, he
said nonbelligerency. When they pressed him, he said he's against treaties,
even treaties of friendship. He wasn't unreasonable, just very tough. He
has a clear strategy. I think it's very calculated.
Sisco: He had everyone there with him.
Kissinger:

That's right.

Sisco: Seven of them: the Foreign Minister, the Deputy Prime Minister,
Tlas's deputy, Shihabi, Daoudi, and Elias the Palestinian notetaker ~/F·:..
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Tlas was out of the country.

Rabin: Was Ayubi there?
Kissinger: No.
Rabin: Where was Tlas?
Kissinger:

They told m.e he was out of the country.

Gur: He was probably in Egypt.
Kis singer: Why in Egypt2
Rabin: There is quite a series of high-ranking exchanges of top m.ilitary
people between Egypt and Syria.
Peres: Did they discuss their relations with Egypt?
Kissinger: Are there m.ilitary preparations other than what you described
before?
Peres: Quite a bit.
Rabin: Did he m.ention the visits of the Chief of Staff?
Kissinger: No. But there was no particular occasion to m.ention it
either. There were no exchanges of visits discussed.
Allon: Is it true Sadat received you in m.i1itary uniform.?
Kis sing er: No.
Rabin: He left Cairo for Aswan in m.i1itary uniform..
Kissinger: He wore civilian clothes when I saw him..
obviously in m.ilitary uniform..

Gam.asy was there

Rabin: As Minister of War, not Minister of Defense.
Kis singer: Gam.asy gave a strategic appreciation of the Sinai situation and
argued that once the Suez Canal was opened, it would take eight hours to
close it. And if you launched a preem.ptive attack, it would delay them. .eiRht
hours getting their arm.y across . '
.
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Rabin: He should know in the Six-Day War they didnlt use eight hours.
From. one end to the other, it can take eight hour s. But the Great Bitter
Lake can be a place for stationing to cut the tim.e in half. He kept ships
there, closed the Canal for traffic, and it didnlt take eight hour s. Now
techniques are m.ore developed, so itl s total nonsense that itl s eight hours.
Kissinger:

Thatls what he said.

1111 tell Sadat.

Peres: They want to build underground canals to m.ake a crossing. There
are m.any places where they can do it. They have troops to cross the
Canal anywhere.
Kissinger: 1111 show you a m.ap.
Rabin: I know what he wants:
the Canal.

the passes, and strategic depth to protect

Kissinger: Right.
Rabin: But he can say so without saying this nonsense about eight hours.
Believe m.e, itls ridiculous.
Kissinger: One of m.y predictions already proved correct. Even if I com.e
back with all your dem.ands, there would be a big argum.ent. Can I tell you
what he does want? Because he and Gur are beginning to think alike. He
wants the Egyptian defense line east of the passes.
Rabin: East.
Kissinger: Gam.asy, not Sadat. Unfortunately live already accepted it. He
drew a num.ber of lines in the Sinai; at least he had theories. Then he drew
the Israeli line on the next ridge.
Rabin: Jabal Yulalliq.
Kissinger: Yes. He said that l s what Israel m.ust have. The m.ain argum.ent
was for strategic depth for the Canal. He said it would still leave you in
strategic superiority. Because of the lateral roads and rapidity of m.ove
m.ent, the Egyptian forces would be jam.m.ed up.
I saw Sadat alone and said, lIyou realize there is no chance, so there is no
point to our discussing it. II He said "Yes, but I had to let them. ~~t:~ir
pitch. II
/'r'
- ,'.
, / "\'-.J
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You have their briefing?

Kissinger: I have the main points. It was relatively well thought out.
He put it in terms of strategic equilibrium in the Sinai. There may have
been arri~re -pensees, but •••
Gur: WeIll have it tomorrow?
Kissinger: I'll give you the map. It is interesting that it had one airfield.
He wanted it in the neutral zone. I said you had to have it. Your most
forward airfield. On the next map he had it in the Israeli zone.
Allon: Very generous.
Kissinger: He said you had seven airfields in the Sinai.
air superiority in the Sinai no matter what you do.
Gur:

You would have

It is very interesting to know their appreciation.

Kissinger: We didn't ask for a briefing.
Sisco: It was volunteered!
Kissinger:

I told Sadat it was inconceivable.

Rabin: You described it as a step towards peace.
see his quid pro quo?

In what way does Sadat

Kissinger: Before we go into this, there has to be one understanding.
I have told the Syrians that I brought no proposal to Israel. We canlt have
stories in the papers about the inadequacies of plans and adequacies of
plans. Secondly, Sadat spoke in terms of American ideas; this isn't the
time for them, and when I make them I'll make them with you. We have
to have some understanding.
Rabin: Mr. Secretary, allow me to say briefly that anything that comes
to your newsmen on the plane is usually more detailed than anything that
come s from us.
Kissinger: Because they make up their own plans.
Allon: Sometime s with us, too •

.
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I haven't talked to our press about anything of the Egyptian

Allon: Mostly about Greece and Turkey, we read today.
Sisco: Right.
Kissinger: I think a stateITlent of nonbelligerency is not possible. A
stateITlent of eleITlents of nonbelligerency we could conceivably work out
tOITlorrow. And I could bring it back. SOITlething about the length of
tiITle of the UN force and the ITlethod of its reITloval is negotiable.
Allon: Henry, when you say Sadat ITlay be willing to go it alone, he takes
into account the severe opposition of DaITlascus, all-out PLO criticisITl,
and Iraqi support. What about the King [Faisal]?
Kissinger: He thinks the King will object until the end but then go along.
But ITly experience with the Egyptians is they're often wildly optiITlistic.
The Syrians say the King is backing theITl. I'ITl trying to stay out of Saudi
Arabia as long as possible so I don't get advice that I don't take. But we
got a cable with dates -- the latest is the 28th.
Allon: Yesterday was the ITleeting of the Egyptians, Sudan, and Libya -
the Arab Council.
Kissinger: Where?
Allon: In Cairo.

Because Libya was out of it.

Kissinger: No.
Peres:

The Libyans are working very hard on Turkey.

Kissinger: That is one of the worst disasters. At least VietnaITl was an
internal debate; Turkey is an insanity. Asad says he has huge stores of
arITlS and he can get unliITlited supplie s of ITloney froITl Libya; it was part
of his presentation of how strong Syria was.
Peres: The Turks are going to work in Libya.
in Egypt?

~

How did you find the ITlood

Kissinger: I found the Egyptians' ITlood calITler than last tiITle. Th~f;X~?"
tiITle he was rattled. My iITlpression is he's ITlade basic decision~I,~'iid is - ~,.\
deterITlined to go through with it.
::. I
-, .
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And Fahmy was less negative. This time he didn't let Faluny sit in on
it. The group meeting lasted five minutes longer than the pictures.
Then he took me into his study. Then there was the Gamasy briefing,
but Sadat carefully said nothing during the Gamasy briefing. He made
a technical comment or two.
Sisco: But he said practically nothing.
Rabin: Why did Sadat say on television the way he put it about non
belligerency and whatever comes out from Egypt?
Kissinger: Because I unfortunately am accompanied by fourteen who don't
want to report the news but create the news and who ask a series of provoca
tive questions to which he can only give answers that create precisely this
reaction from you.
He said he wanted
to make peace. He said he wanted to make peace in all its dimensions. Then
they jockey him and ask, "How about nonbelligerency?" Then they forced
him to give an answer.
Allon:
"'--"

Leave the press behind.

Kissinger: Today with Asad they asked him four times, "When are you
forming the Joint Command?" They have it in their heads that this helps
make it to Geneva. [To Gur:] Your girlfriend is one of the worst trouble
makers, though she doesn't do it out of malice. One of them put the words
into his mouth: "Would the Joint Command make it easier for the PLO to
go to Geneva?" He said, "Ye s, or to stay away." A good answer!
Rabin: There are three events recently that are psychological political
facts. First, the fact that the Shah took such a decision to agree with
the Iraqis to sell out the Kurds. Though that is not known to the public,
it's known to us. It has to be taken into account.
Kissinger:

I agree.

Rabin: If half of our oil comes from him, if someone on whom we rely
takes a whole different outlook here •••
The second point is what's taken place in Tel Aviv [the raid on the Savoy
Hotel], though it's nothing new, but the fact they succeeded makes a
difference. The meaning of the so-called PLO is much more obvious.
Therefore, the PLO is out.

8EGRET/NODIS/XGDS
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I didn't have the im.pression before that

Rabin: No. The third point is Asad's statem.ent about a unified com.m.and.
About a unified com.m.and with the PLO, which was not just a statem.ent.
The last tim.e the Chief of Staff described a new developm.ent in Fatah
A.llon: Gur says there is a new accum.ulation of weapons.
Rabin: Not an accum.ulation of weapons but a whole new set-up there.
Syrian-trained troops have taken the Fatahland. It is a changed concept.
It is not just a tactical point that they have the Fatahland to prevent
Israeli penetration or to use as a springboard; it's som.ething new about
what Asad is up to. It's not new - - the concept of Greater Syria.
Kissinger:

I've said it, too.

Rabin: Those are three com.pletely new points. Egypt, to the extent we
know - - I'm. sure the Chief of Staff gave you better inform.ation - - has
new quantities of spare parts for ground-to-air and radars, that were
not operating a few m.onths ago. Now they have all they need, and operate
very effectively -- in the Egyptian way effectively. To what extent do you
think Sadat can detach him.self effectively - - to what extent he can go it
alone?
Kissinger: In this agreem.ent or after this agreem.ent?
Rabin: In the context of an interim. settlem.ent.
Kissinger: Let m.e be fair. Let m.e be as honest as I can. I'll give you
m.y judgm.ent, but m.y judgm.ent has to include the possibility of Sadat's
changing position in the future. What the Shah did, he's capable of doing.
My judgm.ent is he's prepared to do a separate agreem.ent and to carry
it out if the process isn't too protracted. If it goes on 32 days he m.ight
get into increased difficulties. Because as soon as Asad is convinced
he's not participating.... Now he's 90% convinced but he still thinks it's
not done and there are no schem.es. Once he sees he is close to success,
we'll see an extrem.ely active Syrian diplom.acy. He'll be ready to m.ake
concessions, as long as it doesn't affect his dom.estic situation.
I was shaken too by the Iranian decision.
it too. The brutality of it.

Because we had participated in
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You heard Saturday?

Kissinger: In Zurich he told m.e about it in a hypothetical way. He said,
I I I f I m.eet Saddam. at Algiers ••• II
He put it as an idea, what turned up
in the agreem.ent. I told him. strongly it was a bad idea -- particularly
the idea that he believed the [Iraqi] assurances that no Com.m.unist would
be put in [in Kurdistan]. I can't believe it will be carried out any length
of tim.e.
The first official com.m.unication I received was yesterday afternoon.
Yesterday m.orning, if it went through Washington.
Peres: On the Asad speech, there is an official com.m.unique and speech
itself, and there is a slight difference. Maybe it is of no significance;
he said there are not proposals; these are ideas -- cooperation with the
PLO.
Kissinger: Let m.e give you m.y im.pression of Asad. I believe the idea of
Greater Syria is in the back of his m.ind; it always has been. I don't think
it's an operative policy but the policy is pressure tactic s to prevent a
separate deal -- pressure on us and the Egyptians. Because at the end
of our conversation, after four hours of very tough talk, I saw him. alone
and he said his real problem. is what he's going to do if UNDOF com.es
up. And he said, I I I f you give m.e som.e prospects •••• II I raised this red
herring which I'd never m.entioned -- the de Borchgrave idea of an advance
on the Southern Golan. He said, "No, it has to be all along. II I have the
im.pres sion, General, he's very interested in the hills around Kuneitra.
Peres: Why does he need hills around a m.useum.?
Kissinger:

He's m.ade it a m.useum..

It [bulldozing Kuneitra] was not the m.ost brilliant Israeli idea.

Peres: Kuneitra has changed hands three tim.es, and this contributed.
Allon: There were som.e m.istakes.
Rabin: Som.e m.istakes were m.ade; let's leave it.
Let's leave
with Egypt.
with Egypt.
it stands on

it for tom.orrow. We are interested in an interim. agreem.ent
When we talk about this we talk about a separate agreem.ent
This m.eans, as the President [Ford] told the Foreign Minister,
its own feet.
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II

You write his talking points, too?

Dinitz: We have the tapes!
Rabin: [to Dinitz] Excuse m.e. [To Kissinger:] We're ready to negotiate
with each one of our neighbors without m.aking conditions. It is easier to
do one first with Egypt, but we don't have to follow the sam.e pattern with
the others.
Second, it has to be a step toward peace, a m.eaning to be interpreted in
the wording and in som.e exem.plification that it's not just wording.
Practical m.easures.
Third, I'm. talking in term.s of putting an end to the use of force -- in the
context of Egyptian-Israeli relations. Whatever the form.ula is -- non
aggression, nonbelligerency -- I m.ean a declared public com.m.itm.ent
that m.ust be done between Egypt and Israel. I'm. not m.aking a legal
argum.ent.
"-----

Kissinger:
Rabin:

I understand.

I'm. not giving a legal form.ula.

Kissinger: Gazit will do that.
Rabin: He's working two weeks. It has to be publicly in a com.m.ited way
towards Israel, without a link to the others.
The fourth point is, it's not enough to m.ake statem.ents, but there have to
be som.e practical arrangem.ents. I prefer "buffer zone" than "dem.ilitarized
zone. "
Kissinger:

I agree.

Rabin: There are m.any ways to m.ake it safer -- it can be the UN, or in an
Egyptian-Israeli way. The point is how to prevent a surprise attack and
m.ake it effective by additional factors.
Then there is the factor of tim.e. I adm.it there is a dilem.m.a in having it
in an indefinite period. I rem.em.ber the first tim.e I cam.e to your office
in '69 with Eban and he talked a lot about a contractual signature.
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Kissinger: He said sOrrlething for which I've never forgiven hirrl -
"Particular sanctity is attached by the Arabs to the written word. "
[Laughter]
Rabin: And you said?
Kissinger: Bullshit.
Rabin: You said, "I'rrl not a diplorrlat but a historian, and I haven't seen
that this is the case. II
Allon: Diplorrlats say he I s a good historian and historians say he's a good
diplorrlat.
Rabin: But the dilerrlrrla of indefinitness.
Kissinger:

It ' s a fair staterrlent.

Rabin: And the period of carrying it out after an agreerrlent.
The sixth point: What is the relationship between the interirrl agreerrlent
and Geneva? This is crucial. You say a final agreerrlent will be discussed,
a lot of things will be discussed. What is it that cOrrlrrlits Egypt?
Kissinger: I don't see how we'll get to Geneva.
the only ones who want it.
It ' s a fair enough question.
fore pressure exists.

Abba Eban and Peres are

The Russians will press for Geneva and there

Rabin: The seventh point, what kind of lines? Because there is a concrete
relation between these six points, between what is attainable on these, and
to relate it to these.
Kissinger:

I agree.

[A SUrrlrrlary of Rabin's points is at Tab A]
Rabin: It is not possible in one ses sion.

It will take a long tirrle.

Kissinger: First, what I think of these six points.
Rabin: Seven.
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Kissinger: See, I cheated you out of one point! Can I tell you what
happened in the King David? When I came last time, I was met by the
manager who said, "You can't go to the Hilton." I said, "I have no
intention of going to the Hilton. II This convinced him I was going to the
Hilton. [Laughter] He sent me a letter saying, "You no longer have a
free choice. If you hadn't started with the King David, it would be one
thing. But having started at the King David, it's an act of aggression to
change." [Laughter] I have no idea what got into him. I never had any
intention of switching to the Hilton. Now it would be impossible anyway.
I think your points are fair statements. When I go to Ankara, I can leave
Atherton, Saunders and Oakley to work with you. If you want.
Rabin: What is the Egyptian assessment?
Kissinger: I'll tell you tomorrow. Then we have to agree what to tell the
Egyptians to get the process engaged. I can't tell you the Egyptian
reaction to the six points.
Rabin: Seven.
Kissinger: I can tell you what I think their position is. We can see where
it could be refined, where we know what it is. Where we don't, we should
talk about what we'd like their position to be, so I have something to talk
from. We can decide tomorrow noon.
Rabin: We have plenty of time.
Allon: In the Orient, they are not in a hurry.
Kissinger:

I can't spend a month.

Rabin: We told you we are in favor of an interim agreement. You say
Ame rica is not doing a favor to Is rael; I tell you Is rael doe sn' t do a
favor either.
Kissinger: All I said was let's let the experts consider it.
Dinitz: We can decide tomorrow.
Rabin:

I said we are for an interim settlement.

Kissinger: So does Sadat.
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Instead of working through you, he can do it directly with us.

Kissinger: There is no one who would like it more than I.
tell the press?

What do we

Rabin: Since you've come here for a longer period, without saying any
specific length of time, and without saying Egypt, Syria, let's just
say we had a general review.
Kissinger: A general review and preliminary report.
Allon:

You'd like to avoid the suggestion of a definite plan.

Rabin: We face two levels of problems -- real problems, and the problem
of the press. The real problem won't be solved in two shuttles.
Kissinger: No.
Rabin: So why raise expectations? It is better to say we've entered a
process of negotiations, which may take a longer period.
Kissinger: Why say a longer period?
Allon: In America you said two-to-three weeks.
Kissinger: We can say we've entered a process of negotiations, which
has its own logic.
Dinitz: We had a general review and a report and it's only at the beginning
and we'll have a detailed review tomorrow.
Rabin: Then tomorrow we'll have to explain about the Egyptian plan.
Kissinger: I understand your problem.
Rabin:

Because of your leaks about Israel.

Kissinger: Which?
Rabin:

I'll tell you tomorrow.

Dinitz: It's a matter of definition.
the preliminary stage.
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Rabin: I couldn't care less about definition. The problem. is how to avoid
expectations that in two days we'll know everything.
Kissinger: We told our press there are ideas, only general ideas, no
proposals. I don't want your people to say som.ething different to
Marvin Kalb.
Rabin: Norm.ally our problem. is how to explain what Marvin Kalb heard
from. you.
Kissinger: I'm. glad it's a longer m.eeting tom.orrow, for all the charges.
Rabin:

Let's face it, everyone m.ake s m.istakes.

Kissinger:

Your problem. isn't tonight but how to get by tom.orrow.

Rabin: We've just m.et for the first m.eeting.
negotiations, that's going to last for a while.

We just started a process of

Kissinger: Fine.
Rabin: Today we heard a prelim.inary report from. the Secretary, and
we're going to m.eet tom.orrow again and it's going to be one point in a
process.
Kissinger:

I agree com.pletely.

It serves m.y purpose with Asad beautifully.

Pere s: Say it won't be settled in one trip.
Kissinger: Okay.
Rabin: Then we'll m.eet at 8:30 tom.orrow for breakfast.
earlier, I'm. ready.
Kissinger: All right.
[The m.eeting adjourned. ]
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Rabin's Seven Points
Dinner, Sunday, March 9
1. Israel is interested ina separate agreement
with Egypt that stands on its own feet. But Israel
remains ready to negotiate with each of its neighbors
without making conditions connecting one to the other.
Nor do subsequent agreements have to be of the same
pattern. But it is easiest to start with. Egypt.
2. It has to be a step towards peace, its meaning
to' be interpreted in wording and in some practical
measures that give evidence that it is not just wording.
'.

3. It has to be in terms of putting an end to the
use of force in the context of an interim agreement;.____ .___ -..
\vhatever the legal formula is --- - nonaggression, non
belligerency, whatever -- it must be a declared public
commitment towards Israel, between Egypt and Israel.
4.

There must be practical arrangements to ensure
a buffer zone, and not just verbal arrangements. Whether
by means of UN, or joint Egyptian-Israeli actions, the
point is the combination' of additional factors to
make it more effective and to prevent a surprise attack.

5. Duration: (a) How to solve the dilemma of
indefiniteness versus a long specified period, and (b)
the length of time between signature of the agreement
and its complete implementation.
6. Relation between the interim agreement and
what takes place at Geneva! What is it that commits
Egypt to continued moderate behavior under the terms of
the interim agreement?

7. The nature of the new line is related
to \,lhat is attainable on the six points above.
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